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Open Tournament - November 12th 2017 

Bahamas 600/150 Round 

Format:  10 ends of 6 arrows (adult) 
 5 ends 6 arrows (Youth) 
 10 Ring, 40cm FITA face (Adult).  
 10 Ring, 80cm FITA face (Youth).  
 20 Yards Adult 
 15 Yards Youth 

Divisions:  Freestyle Recurve 

Classes:  Adult (17+) 
 Youth (10-16) 

BAHAMAS ARCHERY 600 ROUND - SCORING EXAMPLE 

END # Arrow 1 Arrow 2 Arrow 3 Arrow 4 Arrow 5 Arrow 6 End 
Score

TOTAL

1 X 8 8 7 4 7 44 44

2 7 6 7 M 7 7 34 78

3 8 10 7 5 5 6 41 119

4 1 9 8 9 7 8 42 161
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RULES OF COMPETITION 
1. Standard Unit: 

Adult unit shall consist of 60 arrows, shot at a distance of 20 yards in 10 ends of six arrows per end. 
Youth unit shall consist of 30 arrows, shot at a distance of 15 yards in 5 ends of six arrows per end. 

2. Targets: 

2.1 The target shall be 40 cm. in diameter and shall be a FITA regulation 10 ring target.  

2.2 The bullseye shall be 8 cm. in diameter with a 4 cm. X-ring. 

3. Shooting Positions: 

Shooting positions will provide sufficient area to enable two archers to safely shoot simultaneously at one 
target butt. Targets will be placed side by side on each butt. should an archer shoot at the wrong target, 
his/her arrows will be counted as misses. 

4. Shooting Rules: 

4.1 An archer shall stand so that he has one foot on either side of the shooting line. 

4.2 The time limit shall be four minutes per end. 

4.3 The method of breaking ties will be a single-arrow, sudden death round. 

4.4 In the event of equipment failure, the archer will have fifteen minutes re-pair time without holding up 
the tournament. One practice end will be allowed. The archer shall be allowed to shoot any arrows he or 
she did not shoot during the fifteen minutes repair time, after the final end. 

4.5 Two ends of practice will be allowed prior to a round starting. 

5. Scoring: 

5.1 The scoring is 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 from the spot out. 

5.2 X-rings shall be counted and used as tie breakers and will be considered part of the official score. 

5.3 Archer shall record X’s and numeric values of each arrow in each scoring box before touching or 
drawing any arrows from the target. No archer may touch the target face before all arrows are scored. 

5.4 An arrow cutting two rings shall be scored in the ring of greater value. Scoring is determined by the 
position of the shaft. In all Bahamas Archery Rounds, an arrow shaft need only touch the line to be 
counted in the area of next higher value. 

5.5 Witnessed bounce outs or arrows passing completely through the target will be re-shot. 

5.6 Hits on the wrong target will be scored as misses. 

5.7 When an arrow is dropped while the archer is in the act of shooting, he/she may shoot another arrow 
in place of the dropped arrow if any portion of the dropped arrow is within ten feet of the shooting line. 

5.8 If an archer shoots more than the prescribed number of arrows in an end, the excess arrow or arrows of 
higher value will not be scored. A penalty of one point will be assessed for each arrow shot over the 
prescribed number of arrows. 

5.9 If an archer shoots less than the prescribed number of arrows in one end he/she may shoot his/her 
remaining arrows if the omission is discovered before the end is officially completed; otherwise they shall 
be scored as misses. 
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5.11 The target group, which generally consists of two archers, must agree on the value of each scoring 
arrow. If agreement cannot be reached, an appeal is made to the line judge, the line judge’s call will be 
final. Once agreed, the second archer must initial the score for each end. Any ends not initialed by the 
second archer will be scored as zero.  
 
Arrows must not be touched until all arrows in the target have been scored. Any arrows removed prior to all 
arrows being scored will be scored as zero. 

Each Class/Division must have a minimum of three archers in order for the round to proceed. Should any class/
division have less than 3 entrants, the entrants will have the option of moving  to the next closest class/division. 

FREESTYLE RECURVE DESIGNATION 

• Any type of sight and its written memorandum may be used. 

• The rear stabilizer shall not touch any part of the body.  

• One anchor point only is permitted. 

• All arrows shall be identical in length, weight, diameter and fletching with allowances for wear and tear. 

• Release aids shall be limited to gloves, tabs and fingers. In the case of physical disability of the arms or 
hands, a chew strap may be used in place of fingers. 

Remember, it is your responsibility to know your division and in particular your own shooting style and the 
rules applicable to your shooting style. This is in addition to the tournament rules and the rules pertaining 
to the type of tournament you are shooting. If you are not sure.... ASK! 


